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Abstract

We report geomagnetic field intensities for the A (V1000 Ma) and B (V850 Ma) natural remanent magnetizations
of the Cordova Gabbro of southern Ontario. We interpret A and B to be secondary thermal overprints produced
during regional uplift and cooling following the Grenvillian Orogeny. Multivectorial A+B paleointensity data were
analyzed using pairs of Arai diagrams for the separated A and B vectors. From 18 reliable A results and 15 reliable B
results, we find paleofield values of 18.10 2.1 WT and 7.10 1.5 WT, respectively. The corresponding virtual axial dipole
moments (VADMs) are (3.120 0.36) and (1.82 0 0.38)U1022 A m2, about 70% and 40% of the average Phanerozoic
dipole moment based on data from 0.3^300 Ma. The Cordova data and other Precambrian paleointensities are
generally within a range of approximately 0.5^1.5 times the Phanerozoic mean VADM. Three sets of paleofield values
as a function of paleolatitude, including the Cordova data, support a dipole configuration for the Earth’s field in 25^
150 Ma time windows around 2700 Ma, 1100 Ma, and 850 Ma.
< 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The intensity variation of the Earth’s magnetic
¢eld during Precambrian time provides important
information about the early evolution of the geo-
dynamo and the Earth’s core. Only 17 Thellier-
type [1] paleointensity results have been published
for the Precambrian. With the exception of two

very high values, the Precambrian studies have
given dipole moments that are similar to Phane-
rozoic values, with a variation of about a factor
two around the long-term mean [2].

In this paper, we report Thellier paleointensity
determinations for 18 specimens of the Cordova
Gabbro of southern Ontario, which has multivec-
torial natural remanent magnetization (NRM). As
well as determining paleo¢eld values for the A
NRM, which has high unblocking temperatures
(TUBs) and dates from V1000 Ma, we were able
to determine paleointensities from the V850 Ma
medium-TUB B NRM in 15 specimens. To our
knowledge, this is the ¢rst published study of mul-
tivectorial paleointensity determination.
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2. Geology and paleomagnetic background

The Cordova Gabbro (CO in Fig. 1a) is located
in the southernmost part of the late Precambrian
Grenville Province of Ontario, in the Belmont
Domain of the Hastings Lowlands or Elsevir Ter-
rane [3]. A schematic geological map of the Cor-
dova Gabbro appears in Fig. 1b. Surrounding
volcanic rocks, with U/Pb ages of 13100 15 Ma
[4], were intruded by the Cordova around 1242
Ma (U/Pb on zircon [5]).

An early paleomagnetic study in the adjacent
Hastings^Haliburton Highlands discovered mul-
tivectorial NRMs in the Haliburton intrusions
(HB in Fig. 1a) of the Bancroft Terrane [6]. The
older A NRM, with high TUBs, has a paleomag-
netic pole, HBA, near Australia (Fig. 2). The B
NRM, with intermediate TUBs, has a paleopole
HBB in the equatorial Paci¢c. A and B separated
cleanly in thermal demagnetization with minimal

overlap of their TUB ranges, implying that B is a
thermal overprint of A. That is, B is a partial
thermoremanent magnetization (TRM).

McWilliams and Dunlop [7] suggested that the
HBA and HBB poles together with other paleo-
poles from the Grenville Province belong to a
post-orogenic Grenville Track that is younger
than the 1150^1050 Ma Keweenawan Track.
They proposed a counterclockwise loop that
youngs from the equatorial Paci¢c to Australia.
Most subsequent authors have favored instead a
clockwise loop which youngs from Australia to
the equator because it incorporates A and B poles
in a natural time sequence (see, for example, [8]).

However, the counterclockwise loop has re-
cently returned to favor [9], both because it pro-
vides a shorter link with the earlier Keweenawan
Track and because it accommodates plate tectonic
interpretations based on matching apparent polar
paths from other continents. On the other hand,

Fig. 1. (a) Metamorphic zonations in part of the Central Metasedimentary Belt, Grenville Province, southern Ontario. The low-
and intermediate-grade zones fall within the Elsevir terrane [3]; the high-grade zone to the northwest is the Bancroft terrane. The
Cordova and Tudor Gabbros are designated by CO and TU. (b) A simpli¢ed geological map showing the sites sampled in this
study. Circles and squares denote sites that yielded at least one accepted paleointensity and no accepted paleointensities, respec-
tively.
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this choice leaves an awkward link from what are
then interpreted to be the youngest A poles (e.g.
HBA), 30^35‡ south of the equator, to still young-
er B poles from CO, HB and the Thanet Gabbro
(TH) of the Elsevir Terrane [10], which lie 20^25‡
north of the equator. The A to B link is necessi-
tated by the observation that B is a thermal over-
print of A, on the basis of adjacent but non-over-
lapping A and B blocking temperature ranges, a
de¢ning property of partial TRMs (pTRMs).

3. 40Ar/39Ar geochronology

Absolute time calibration of A and B paleo-
poles is based on matching the characteristic A
and B TUBs to temperatures and times of Ar dif-
fusion determined for hornblendes, micas and
feldspars from the same rocks, the science of
40Ar/39Ar thermochronometry [11^16]. In this
way, ages of V980 Ma and V820 Ma were in-
ferred for HBA and HBB, respectively [11], and
945^980 Ma ages were determined [12] for the A
poles WW and WZ of the Whitestone Diorite
(northwest of the map area of Fig. 1a), which
fall at 15^20‡S, intermediate between HBA and
HBB. The Cordova Gabbro A pole, COA, of
Dunlop and Stirling [17] and the present study,
is an intermediate-latitude A pole like WW, falling
at 10‡S, while the Cordova B pole, COB, falls at
25‡N, just south of HBB (Fig. 2). If the Cordova
A and B NRMs are both pTRMs, as we argue
below, their ages, by comparison with the time-
calibrated clockwise Grenville Track, would be
V930 Ma and V820 Ma, respectively.

On the other hand, more recent 40Ar/39Ar stud-
ies of the Central Metasedimentary Belt (CMB),
of which the Bancroft and Elsevir Terranes form
the western section, have revealed a variety of
post-orogenic uplift thermal histories for di¡erent
components of the CMB [14,15]. More deeply
buried and highly metamorphosed terranes like
the Bancroft reached their present erosional level
at the surface later than originally shallow ter-
ranes, speci¢cally the Elsevir. The time o¡sets in
the cooling curves amount to as much as 100^150
Ma ([13] ; [14], ¢gures 6^8; [15], ¢gures 6 and 7).

The predominant 40Ar/39Ar hornblende and

phlogopite ages in the central Elsevir are 1000^
1020 Ma [14,15]. These seem more appropriate
for the time of acquisition of the Cordova Gab-
bro A NRM than older hornblende and biotite
40Ar/39Ar ages of 1150^1050 Ma [18], which
seem to refer to the time of intrusion and pre-
uplift metamorphism. The COA pole does not
fall on or near the 1150^1050 Ma Keweenawan
Track, but it does fall in the central part of the
Grenville Track, which in the interpretation of [9]
of poles younging from north to south would
place it in the age interval 1050^980 Ma. We
therefore tentatively assign an age of V1000
Ma to the Cordova Gabbro A magnetization,
based both on pole position and regional 40Ar/
39Ar dates.

The age of thermal overprinting for the Cordo-
va B is estimated in a similar way. Its typical lab-
oratory TUB range is 300^500‡C (next section),
roughly matching Ar closure temperatures of
muscovite, whose cooling ages in the eastern Else-
vir are 890^900 Ma [14]. The position of pole
COB on either version of the Grenville Loop im-
plies that it is slightly older than the 820 Ma HBB.
We therefore tentatively take the age of the Cor-
dova B magnetization to be V850 Ma.

4. Nature of the Cordova A and B NRMs

Unlike the nearby Tudor Gabbro (TU in Fig.
1a; intrusion age 1240 Ma [19]), none of the pri-
mary TRM of the Cordova Gabbro survived sub-
sequent burial and heating in the Grenvillian
orogeny. This conclusion is based on both 40Ar/
39Ar thermochronometry and paleomagnetism.
TU and CO lie in the low-metamorphic-grade
central Elsevir (Fig. 1a), where silicate geother-
mometers indicate reheating to 500^550‡C ([20],
¢gure 6), in agreement with calcite-dolomite and
calcite-graphite thermometry on marbles in con-
tact with the Tudor Gabbro [21,22]. However, an
40Ar/39Ar hornblende age (Ar closure temperature
of V500‡C), from Madoc (just east of CO) is
1006 Ma and has been reset ([14], ¢gure 3). Our
interpretation is that the Tudor Gabbro was never
reheated above 500‡C [21,22] and has preserved
its primary TRM [2] whereas the Cordova was
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reheated above 500‡C and later, around 1000 Ma,
passed through 500‡C during post-metamorphic
uplift and cooling.

The paleomagnetic data for TU and CO sup-
port this conclusion. TU has a high-TUB NRM
that is unique among Grenvillian data in having
a paleopole that falls well o¡ the Grenville Track
(Fig. 2). The COA and COB poles, on the other
hand, fall squarely on the Grenville Track among
large groups of post-metamorphic A and B poles
from geographically widely separated formations.
COA and COB must be associated with uplift and
cooling, not with primary intrusion.

Dunlop and Stirling [17] in their original study
were unsure whether the Cordova A and B
NRMs were of thermal or chemical/thermochem-
ical origin. Chemical remanent magnetization
(CRM) seemed to be favored by the 40Ar/39Ar
ages [18], which pre-dated the V930 and V820
Ma magnetization ages indicated by comparing
COA and COB paleopoles to the clockwise Gren-
ville Loop. This discrepancy can be reconciled, as

explained above, by a counterclockwise Grenville
Loop, which implies an age older than 980 Ma for
COA, perhaps 1000^1020 Ma. The match to re-
gional 40Ar/39Ar hornblende ages is close [14,15].
These ages date the time the Cordova pluton and
its surroundings passed through V500‡C during
regional cooling. The Cordova A laboratory un-
blocking temperatures are typically 525^570‡C
(see Fig. 8), which when corrected for the di¡er-
ence between laboratory and natural cooling time
scales [23] translates to blocking temperatures of
V500^550‡C during regional cooling. Thus there
is good reason to believe that the Cordova A is a
thermal overprint acquired around 1000^1020
Ma, i.e. a TRM (although not the primary TRM).

The best evidence for the nature of the Cordova
B NRM comes from its typical laboratory TUB

range, which is 300^500‡C and does not overlap
the A unblocking range (Figs. 3 and 8). The sam-
ples used for our present paleointensity work have
clearer thermal demagnetization trajectories than
the A+B samples examined by Dunlop and Stir-

Fig. 2. Compilation of Grenvillian paleopoles after [17], where the individual poles are listed. Open, half-open, and solid symbols
denote reversed, mixed, and normal polarity. Both clockwise and counterclockwise versions of the Grenville Loop are shown (see
text).
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ling [17]. There are sharp junctions between A and
B trajectories on vector diagrams for all the sam-
ples we used (otherwise it would not have been
possible to make multivectorial paleointensity de-
terminations, as explained later). Such sharp junc-
tions are evidence that B is a pTRM, thermally
overprinting A. A CRM overprint would produce
rounded junctions with signi¢cant overlap of B
and A TUBs [24,25].

5. Samples and magnetic properties

We collected 90 oriented block samples from 12
sites (Fig. 1b) with multivectorial A+B remanen-
ces [17]. Of 700 specimens prepared, 186 pilot
specimens were used for alternating-¢eld (AF)
and thermal demagnetization. Then 229 speci-
mens whose sister specimens had median destruc-
tive ¢elds s 30 mT were selected for paleointen-
sity experiments.

Fig. 3 is an example of the clean separation of
A and B remanences by thermal demagnetization.
A viscous present Earth’s ¢eld overprint was re-
moved by thermal cleaning to at most 300‡C. The

B NRM demagnetizes in the TUB range V300^
500‡C. On vector diagrams, B typically has NW
declination and shallow inclination, usually be-
tween 325‡ and +15‡. The A NRM demagnetizes
over the range 525^580‡C and has W to NW de-
clination and intermediate to steep upward incli-
nation. The sharp junction between the A and B
vectors around 520^530‡C during thermal demag-
netization implies that B is a pTRM overprinting
A.

Room-temperature hysteresis in a maximum
¢eld of 0.5 T was measured on an alternating-
gradient force magnetometer. Saturation magnet-
ization (Ms), saturation remanent magnetization
(Mrs), and coercive force (Hc) were determined
from the hysteresis loops after paramagnetic
high-¢eld slope correction. Remanence coercivity
(Hcr) was obtained from back¢eld measurements.
Hysteresis loops were obtained for 54 chips, three
from each of the 18 accepted specimens (see Sec-
tion 8). Mrs/Ms and Hcr/Hc values are in the
ranges 0.24^0.41 and 1.46^2.19, and lie in the sin-
gle-domain (SD) to pseudo-SD (PSD) region of
the Day et al. [26] plot (Fig. 4a).

Curie points (TC) were estimated from the tem-

Fig. 3. An example of thermal demagnetization data, illustrating the separation of viscous remanence in the direction of the
present Earth’s ¢eld (V), the B magnetization (B), and the A remanence (A). In the vector plot of (b), open and solid triangles
represent vertical- and horizontal-plane projections, respectively.
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perature dependence of weak-¢eld susceptibility k,
measured in air with a KLY-2 Kappabridge at the
Institute for Rock Magnetism, University of Min-
nesota. The thermomagnetic behavior is practi-
cally reversible (Fig. 4b) with TC near 580‡C, in-
dicating Ti-free magnetite.

Although the A and B remanences are not pri-
mary NRMs, they are promising candidates for
paleointensity determination. Based on shapes of
AF demagnetization curves, hysteresis parame-
ters, and TC and maximum TUB results, A and
B are carried by SD or fairly small PSD magne-
tites (Figs. 3 and 4). In thin sections, Dunlop and
Stirling [17] observed ¢ne ‘dusty’ magnetite in py-
roxene crystals. Plagioclase was only slightly to
moderately sericitized, and saussuritization of pla-
gioclase and uralitization of pyroxene were sel-
dom observed. In further thin-section work on
the present samples, we consistently found that
magnetite was in the form of ultra¢ne (a few
Wm or less) equant to elongated crystals encapsu-
lated within (and therefore protected from alter-
ation by) pyroxene and plagioclase hosts. This
mode of occurrence of magnetite has been re-
ported for many gabbros and anorthosites [27].
Ilmenite was common in thin sections but there
were no obvious intergrowths with titanomagne-
tite. Titanium seems to have been taken up en-

tirely by ilmenite. The Ti-free magnetite carrying
A and B magnetizations precipitated from pyrox-
ene and plagioclase, probably in initial cooling of
the Cordova pluton. It is likely that A and B
remagnetization events simply replaced pre-exist-
ing NRM up to a blocking temperature TB cor-
responding to the peak reheating temperature,
without forming new magnetic minerals.
Although one cannot entirely rule out secondary
magnetite formed by metamorphic reactions,
there was no obvious indication of such magnetite
along boundaries of other minerals and indeed
alteration of the minerals was minor, as noted
above.

6. Multivectorial paleointensity methodology

6.1. Modeling

Arai plots [28] of NRM remaining vs. pTRM
gained in double heatings are widely used in Thel-
lier-type paleointensity determination. Linearity
of the Arai plot, along with univectorial decay
of the NRM and statistical criteria (see Section
7), are the usual requirements for successful pa-
leointensity determination. If the NRM consists of
more than one vector, and if these vectors are

Fig. 4. (a) Hysteresis parameters Mrs/Ms and Hcr/Hc on a Day plot. The points fall in the SD and small PSD region for magne-
tite. (b) An example of a susceptibility^temperature curve, showing the Curie point TC of magnetite.
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cleanly resolved in thermal demagnetization, as is
the case for the Cordova A and B remanences, it
should be possible to determine a paleo¢eld inten-
sity for each vector separately. However, the usual
Arai plot is not well suited to this application
because the NRM plotted is the vector sum of
A+B, which is smaller (sometimes much smaller)
than the scalar sum A+B. The slope of the low-
temperature portion of the Arai plot will not give
the correct B paleo¢eld intensity, and may not
even be linear.

To simplify the modeling, we assume ideal SD
behavior, ensuring that the Thellier laws of addi-
tivity, reciprocity and independence of pTRMs
are obeyed. We ignore the possible e¡ect of vis-
cous overprinting.

The sample originally acquired TRM M1 par-
allel to paleo¢eld H1. For convenience, the direc-
tion of M1 and H1 is taken as the z axis of a
spherical coordinate system, and M1 (the TRM
intensity) is set to 1 (Fig. 5). Thus in Cartesian
coordinates, M1 has components [0,0,1].

In nature, a later heating event erased fraction

(13p) of M1 and replaced it by M2, leaving a
surviving fraction p of M1 after remagnetization.
The thermal overprint vector M2 produced by the
later paleo¢eld H2, whose strength H2 is a frac-
tion r of H1, then has components r(13p)[sina
cosB, sina sinB, cosa] where a is the polar angle
between M1 and M2 and B is the azimuthal angle
in the xy-plane from the positive x-axis (Fig. 5).
We have assumed that M is proportional to H.

After remagnetization, the total NRM M3 is
the vector sum of M2 and pM1. M3 thus has
components [r(13p)sina cosB, r(13p)sina sinB,
r(13p)cosa+p]. We consider below some special
cases where a has particular values of practical
interest, and the Arai plots that result :

Case 1: (a=180‡)CM3 = [0, 0, p3r(13p)].
This represents remagnetization after a ¢eld re-

versal. The total NRM has normal or reversed

Fig. 6. Simulated conventional Arai plots for antiparallel,
perpendicular, and oblique (60‡) overprinting of M1 by M2

at a reheating temperature T5 (r=1). Only in the antiparallel
case does the thermal demagnetization of M2 between T0

and T5 result in a straight line.

Fig. 5. A schematic in spherical coordinates of M1, the
NRM before remagnetization, pM1, the part of M1 that sur-
vives remagnetization, and M2, the thermal overprint. a and
B are the polar and azimuthal angles.
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polarity for ps 0.5 or 6 0.5, respectively, if r=1
(¢elds H1 and H2 have the same strength).

Case 2: (a=90‡)CM3 = [r(13p)cosB,
r(13p)sinB, p].

In this case, H2 and H1 are perpendicular, and
M3 is the sum of orthogonal vectors M2 and pM1.

Case 3: (a=60‡)CM3 = [(1/2)r(13p)
ffiffiffi

3
p

cosB,
(1/2)r(13p)

ffiffiffi

3
p

sinB, p+(1/2)r(13p)].
This case models the Cordova Gabbro, whose

mean A and B inclinations di¡er by V60‡.

6.2. Multivectorial paleointensity simulations

We now simulate Thellier-type paleointensity
determination for a bivectorial NRM M3 =
pM1+M2 using 10 temperature steps Ti, chosen
so that each zero-¢eld heating step destroys 10%
of M1. According to the pTRM reciprocity law,
these Ti also produce 10% increments of pTRM
in ¢eld-on cooling steps. Thus, for M1 alone,
NRM remaining versus pTRM acquired for
Ti =1,T,10 follows the ideal SD line on the Arai
plot, with equally spaced points.

For simplicity, suppose that thermal remagne-

tization reached a peak temperature T5, so that
p=0.5 (ignoring di¡erences between blocking
temperatures on natural and laboratory time
scales). Thus if the ratio of ¢eld magnitudes
r=H2/H1 = 1, the intensity of M2 is one-half
that of M1, and M3 consists of two vectors M2

and pM1 of equal magnitude with non-overlap-
ping blocking/unblocking ranges T0^T5 and T5^
T10, respectively. Heating steps T1^T5 demagne-
tize equal 20% increments of M2 and steps T6^T10

demagnetize 20% increments of pM1.
Simulated Arai plots for cases 1^3 when

H2 =H1 are illustrated in Fig. 6. The ¢eld for
pTRM production was also H1, so that all graphs
have slope 31 from T5 to T10. Remagnetization
at T5 in a ¢eld H2 of reverse polarity (case 1)
results in a triangular-shaped Arai plot with the
correct slope +1 from T0 to T5. Remagnetization
in a perpendicular ¢eld (case 2) or at 60‡ to H1

(case 3) results in non-linear segments from T0 to
T5 whose average slopes are considerably less
than 31. Case 3, which is relevant for the Cordo-
va Gabbro B, is insidious because the curvature is
slight and might not be noticed with real data.

Fig. 7. Simulated conventional Arai plots for overprinting of M1 by M2 at angles of (a) 90‡ and (b) 60‡, for various values of
the ¢eld ratio r. In all cases, the thermal demagnetization of M2 between T0 and T5 results in a curved, rather than a straight,
line. The average slope of this segment always gives a low paleointensity H2.
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The true paleointensity H2 is about 35% higher
than the average slope of this segment.

Cases 2 and 3 are further simulated in Fig. 7 to
demonstrate the e¡ect of remagnetization in ¢elds
of four di¡erent intensities : r=0.33, 0.5, 2, and 3.
Compared to the ideal line for a single NRM
vector, the Arai plots of these bivectorial NRMs
deviate from linearity at low temperatures and
have slopes that underestimate the overprinting
¢eld H2. Clearly, the problem is not with the be-
havior of the overprint M2 but with using a single
Arai plot for the sum of two (or in principle sev-
eral) vectors. The solution is to construct an in-
dividual Arai plot for each vector.

In practice, constructing separate Arai plots re-
quires a priori information, namely the remagne-
tization temperature T* (T5 in our modeling) at
which M2 and pM1 have a sharp junction in vec-
tor projections. The junction temperature is less
easily picked directly from the Arai plot. The
NRM remaining at T* (namely pM1) is vectorial-

ly subtracted from all NRMs M3 for heating steps
Ti6T*, giving adjusted values NRM* (namely
M2). No adjustment is needed for pTRMs be-
cause these are acquired in the same laboratory
¢eld direction below and above T*. Then the Arai
plot for M2 is NRM* vs. pTRM, over the range
T0 to T*. The Arai plot for pM1, over the range
T* to TC, is NRM vs. [pTRM3pTRM(T*)]. The
latter subtraction is a simple scalar one.

7. Paleointensity experiments and results

The ¢rst set of 169 specimens was heated in air
following the Coe-modi¢ed Thellier method [29].
Zero-¢eld and in-¢eld (Hlab = 600 1.2 WT) heat-
ings were carried out in 50‡C steps from 300‡C
to 500‡C, then in 10‡C steps to 580‡C, using an
MMTD furnace. pTRM checks were made at
every other heating step. The same procedures
were followed for the second set of 60 specimens,

Table 1
Paleointensity determinations for the A magnetizationa

Site/Sample Atm. N vT H0c f g SP q
(‡C) (WT)

1/5B2 A 6 530^580 18.830 1.36 0.99 0.69 0.557 9.46
2/6C1 A 6 530^580 18.050 1.27 0.90 0.82 0.447 10.49
2/7C1 A 6 530^580 17.210 1.09 0.87 0.81 0.728 11.13
2/8B1 A 6 530^580 16.730 1.20 0.88 0.84 0.674 10.31
2/9B1 A 6 530^580 17.430 1.17 0.97 0.76 0.233 10.98
3/12A1 A 6 530^580 16.100 1.17 0.96 0.82 0.976 10.83
3/12B1 H 6 530^580 16.140 1.14 0.93 0.83 1.104 10.93
4/16A1 A 5 540^580 24.410 1.84 0.97 0.67 1.263 8.62
4/16C1 H 5 540^580 19.300 1.58 0.92 0.82 0.775 9.22
4/17A1 H 5 540^580 18.070 1.15 0.99 0.73 0.067 11.36
4/17B1 A 5 540^580 15.530 0.97 1.00 0.69 0.280 11.05
4/18A1 A 6 530^580 19.020 1.74 0.98 0.73 0.192 7.82
4/18A2 H 6 530^580 15.250 1.11 0.93 0.74 0.327 9.46
5/27B1 A 6 530^580 19.030 1.73 0.94 0.75 0.205 7.76
5/27C1 H 6 530^580 19.420 1.83 0.95 0.77 0.688 7.76
6/55-5 A 6 530^580 19.290 1.13 0.92 0.8 0.919 12.56
6/58-6 A 6 530^580 18.680 1.26 0.88 0.83 0.201 10.83
6/95-6 H 6 530^580 17.630 1.29 0.93 0.83 0.494 10.55
Mean paleointensityb 18.120 2.07
Mean inclination 359.5‡ (K95 = 4.8‡)
VADM (3.120 0.36)U1022 A m2

a Atm. is the heating atmosphere: A, air, H, helium; N is the number of points used in paleointensity determination; vT is the
interval of temperature used in slope calculation; f and g are NRM fraction and gap factor, respectively [45]; SP is the quality
factor de¢ned by Yu et al. [46]; H0c are the estimated paleointensity and its standard error after AARM correction.
b The uncertainty in the mean is the standard deviation rather than the commonly used standard error [45].
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Fig. 8. Representative paleointensity determinations on conventional Arai plots (a,d,g) and on vectorially reconstructed Arai plots (c,f,i). Vector projections of the
NRM thermal demagnetization data appear in (b,e,h), where open and solid triangles denote horizontal- and vertical-plane projections, respectively. Samples: (a^c)
C9 B1, (d^f) C12 B1, (g^i) CG 95-6. The ¢rst two samples had successful paleointensity results for both A and B NRMs (c,f). For CG 95-6, only the A data gave
a reliable paleointensity.
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heated in helium, but a lower ¢eld, Hlab = 200 0.2
WT, was used because the ¢rst set gave paleointen-
sity values V20 WT. Temperatures were reprodu-
cible within 0 2‡C and the residual ¢eld in the
furnace during demagnetization steps was 6 150
nT. Bulk susceptibility was measured after each
temperature step to detect possible chemical alter-
ation.

In order to eliminate the e¡ect of magnetic fab-
ric anisotropy, anisotropy of anhysteretic rema-
nent magnetization (AARM) was used as a cor-
rection technique [30]. ARM was produced in six

successive directions ( 0 z, 0 x, 0 y) to obtain the
AARM tensor, Rij (i,j= x,y,z).

A paleointensity result was accepted only
when: (a) a linear segment on the Arai plot was
de¢ned by at least ¢ve points, with at least four
successive pTRM checks in agreement within
10%; (b) the points de¢ning the line pass statisti-
cal rejection criteria (see Tables 1 and 2); (c) the
NRM vector is stable in direction during thermal
demagnetization, with no tendency to migrate
towards the direction of Hlab ; and (d) the bulk
susceptibility remains constant to within 10%

Fig. 9. (a) Precambrian VADMs from Thellier-type paleointensity results. CO: Cordova [this study]; KE: Keweenawan [34];
TU: Tudor [2]; SU: Sudbury [39] ; H: Hamersley [37]; B: Biscotasing [35,36]; MA: Matachewan [40] ; KA: Karelian [47];
Y: Yellowknife [44]; D: Dwyer [44]; S: Stillwater [30]; A: Abitibi [40] ; GR: Greenland [49]; KO: Komati [48]. Lines a,b:
mean dipole moment for the last 0.3 Ma and for 0.3^300 Ma, respectively [30]. (b) Paleo¢eld values as a function of paleolati-
tude, compared to the expected variation for an axial dipole ¢eld with various dipole moments: a^d: 8.5, 4.5, 2.0 and 12U1022

Am2.
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throughout the temperature range of the linear
segment.

Fig. 8 gives examples of accepted paleointensity
results. Fig. 8a,d,g gives conventional Arai plots
for the total NRM (A+B). As expected from the
modeling (Figs. 6 and 7), they have two distinct
segments: a curved portion for Ti6 525‡C and a
steeper linear segment for Tis 525‡C. These are
the same intervals over which the vector plots
(Fig. 8b,e,h) show decay of the B and A remanen-
ces. The pTRM checks reproduce the original
500, 510, 530, 550 and 570‡C pTRMs.

The reconstructed Arai plots (Fig. 8c,f,i) used
520‡C as a junction temperature, T*. Paleointen-
sities for the A and B remanences were deter-
mined from the slopes of the 530^580‡C and
300^510‡C linear segments, respectively. For C9
B1 and C12 B1 (Fig. 8c,f), both A and B rema-
nences yielded reliable paleointensities, while C95-
6 (Fig. 8i) had non-linear behavior for the B rem-
anence. Incomplete removal of a viscous overprint
may be responsible for this failure (see the 300
and 350‡C points in Fig. 8h). Three specimens
(C12 A1, C58-6, C95-6) fall in this category and

did not yield acceptable B results. Overall, 18 re-
liable paleointensities were obtained for the A
remanence and 15 paleointensity values for the
B remanence (Tables 1 and 2).

8. Discussion

8.1. Cordova A and B paleointensities

The A and B magnetizations of the Cordova
Gabbro are secondary but ancient. We interpret
A to be a totally reset TRM (V1000 Ma) and B a
pTRM overprint (V850 Ma) acquired during re-
gional cooling following the Grenvillian orogeny.
The evidence for a TRM/pTRM origin of A and
B comes from rock magnetism, 40Ar/39Ar thermo-
chronometry, and optical mineralogy. The A
NRM demagnetizes in laboratory heating over a
range that translates to a blocking temperature
interval of V500^550‡C in nature and the COA

paleopole is compatible with a magnetization age
of V1000 Ma. The Cordova Gabbro indeed
cooled through approximately these temperatures

Table 2
Paleointensity determinations for the B magnetizationa

Site/Sample N vT H0c f g SP q
(‡C) (WT)

1/5B2 6 300^510 5.670 0.43 0.60 0.92 0.620 7.28
2/6C1 6 300^510 8.050 0.42 0.40 0.96 0.179 7.36
2/7C1 6 300^510 7.250 0.44 0.82 0.82 0.285 11.08
2/8B1 6 300^510 7.690 0.74 0.68 0.9 0.989 6.36
2/9B1 6 300^510 6.130 0.47 0.47 0.95 0.794 5.82
3/12B1 6 300^510 7.260 0.52 0.51 0.94 0.430 6.69
4/16A1 6 300^510 6.560 0.53 0.41 0.96 0.236 4.87
4/16C1 6 300^510 4.300 0.33 0.37 0.96 1.268 4.63
4/17A1 6 300^510 8.330 0.84 0.53 0.93 0.795 4.89
4/17B1 6 300^510 5.190 0.64 0.60 0.92 0.182 4.48
4/18A1 6 300^510 5.890 0.54 0.51 0.94 1.577 5.23
4/18A2 6 300^510 6.740 0.57 0.65 0.9 0.733 6.92
5/27B1 6 300^510 8.640 0.69 0.70 0.89 0.238 7.80
5/27C1 6 300^510 9.740 0.71 0.74 0.88 0.636 8.93
6/55-5 6 300^510 8.470 0.60 0.62 0.92 1.433 8.07
Mean paleointensityb 7.060 1.47
Mean inclination 34.6‡ (K95 = 8.8‡)
VADM (1.820 0.38)U1022 A m2

a N is the number of points used in paleointensity determination; vT is the interval of temperature used in slope calculation;
f and g are NRM fraction and gap factor, respectively [45] ; SP is the quality factor de¢ned by Yu et al. [46]; H0c are the esti-
mated paleointensity and its standard error after AARM correction.
b The uncertainty in the mean is the standard deviation rather than the commonly used standard error [45].
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around 1000 Ma, as evidenced by 40Ar/39Ar horn-
blende ages in the Cordova area of 1000^1020 Ma
[14,15]. Thus it is plausible that A is a TRM ac-
quired when pre-existing minerals cooled through
550^500‡C, and not a CRM produced at lower
temperatures in newly formed minerals. Thin sec-
tion observations show minimal alteration of the
silicate minerals and no indication of secondary
magnetite rimming mineral grains. Rather, mag-
netite occurs as inclusions within pyroxene and
plagioclase crystals, where it would have been
protected from metamorphic £uids. In a similar
way, the B magnetization age and blocking tem-
perature range are broadly compatible with re-
gional cooling ages recorded by muscovites [14].
In addition, sharp elbows between A and B ther-
mal demagnetization trajectories imply that B is a
thermal, not a chemical, overprint of A.

The Cordova A and B remanences record pa-
leo¢eld intensities of 18.1 0 2.1 WT around 1000
Ma and 7.1 0 1.5 WT around 850 Ma (Tables 1
and 2). The remanence acquisition times are
long in each case. In an earlier study in the
same area, Yu and Dunlop [2] argued that the
remanence of the Tudor Gabbro is a primary
TRM with a cooling time of at most a few
thousand years, giving a ‘spot-reading’ of the ¢eld
around 1240 Ma. The cooling times for the
Cordova A and B remanences must have been
much longer than this, because large regions
were a¡ected. Not only has secular variation
been averaged out, but also cyclic variations in
paleo¢eld intensity, which have periods of a few
thousand years in historical and archeological rec-
ords.

The time-averaged A and B paleo¢elds, com-
bined with mean A and B inclinations of 360‡
and 35‡, give virtual axial dipole moments
(VADMs) of (3.12 0 0.36) and (1.82 0 0.38)U1022

A m2, respectively (Tables 1 and 2). These are
about 35% and 20% of the mean dipole moments
of 8.8U1022 A m2 for the last 10 ka [31] or
8.47U1022 A m2 for the last 0.3 Ma [32] (line a
in Fig. 9a). The recent ¢eld is unusually strong,
however. A more reasonable comparison is with
earlier ¢elds. The A and B VADMs are about
70% and 40%, respectively, of the mean dipole
moments of 4.2U1022 A m2 for the Cenozoic

and Late Jurassic^Early Cretaceous [33] or
4.52U1022 A m2 for the period 0.3^300 Ma [32]
(line b in Fig. 9a). The Cordova results are there-
fore reasonable in terms of the overall record of
Phanerozoic ¢eld intensities.

8.2. Precambrian paleointensities and dipole
moments

VADMs from all Thellier-type paleointensity
studies for the Precambrian are plotted in Fig. 9.
Results that meet modern selection criteria, in-
cluding pTRM checks, are given solid symbols.
However, some earlier results obtained without
pTRM checks are also of high quality. For exam-
ple, the Keweenawan study of Pesonen and Halls
[34] averaged large numbers of samples and in-
cluded positive reversal and baked contact tests.

With only three exceptions, Precambrian
VADMs lie within a range V0.5^1.5 times the
post-300 Ma Phanerozoic average ¢eld (line b).
The Cordova A and B results are lower than the
Tudor Gabbro VADM, which agrees closely with
the average.

Larger contrasts in ¢eld intensity appear in two
groups of ¢ve Late Proterozoic and 13 Late
Archean and Early Proterozoic VADMs. The
VADM from V1100 Ma Keweenawan rocks
[34] is 2^6 times higher than VADMs recorded
between V850 and 1240 Ma ([2], this study).
There is an even larger contrast between the
VADM of (18.3 0 5.5)U1022 A m2 for the 2167
Ma Biscotasing dikes [35,36] and nine VADMs
from rocks 2000^2800 Ma in age, three VADMs
from V2000 Ma rocks of the Hamersley Basin,
Australia [37], and the VADM of the 1850 Ma
Sudbury Norite [38]. The Biscotasing VADM
has been cited as evidence for a rapid increase
of geomagnetic ¢eld intensity caused by nucle-
ation of Earth’s inner core [36]. However, the
Preissac result is based on only three specimens
and has a large dispersion, whereas the much low-
er VADM of (3.900 0.97)U1022 A m2 for the
younger Sudbury Norite is based on 52 specimens
and has low dispersion. Large £uctuations in
VADMs are known from the Phanerozoic as
well. Tarduno et al. [39] reported a VADM of
12.5U1022 A m2 from the Rajmahal Traps
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(113^116 Ma), that is, three times the Cenozoic
and Late Jurassic^Early Cretaceous average [33].

The Precambrian paleointensity data are plot-
ted against paleolatitude in Fig. 9b. For compar-
ison, the dashed lines depict intensity variations
expected for an axial dipole ¢eld with dipole mo-
ments of 2.0, 4.5, 8.5 and 12U1022 A m2. There
are three examples of results from rocks of similar
ages magnetized at di¡erent paleolatitudes: the
2700^2760 Ma Abitibi metaperidotites, Abitibi
gabbros and basalts, and V2470 Ma Matache-
wan dikes (paleolatitudes of 384, 317 and +7‡)
[36,40] ; reverse and normal polarity Keweenawan
rocks (age span 6 22 Ma [41], paleolatitudes of
355 and +18‡) [34] ; and the Cordova Gabbro B
and A (850 and 1000 Ma, paleolatitudes of 35
and 360‡). All three follow the expected dipole
relation reasonably well, although the dipole mo-
ments indicated are much higher for the Kewee-
nawan paleointensities than for the Abitibi or
Cordova results. Based on this admittedly slender
evidence, the Earth’s ¢eld seems to have been di-
polar at these times in the Precambrian.

8.3. Multivectorial paleointensity determination

Arai plots for multivectorial NRMs, both sim-
ulated (Figs. 6 and 7) and based on real data (Fig.
8a,d,g), bear a super¢cial resemblance to Arai
plots associated with certain types of non-ideal
behavior in the Thellier experiment. Multidomain
(MD) and large PSD grains have thermal demag-
netization ‘tails’ : part of the pTRM produced at
Ti is not demagnetized by zero-¢eld heating to
Tiþ1 and is e¡ectively added to the ‘NRM’ at
Tiþ1 [42]. However, the pTRM has a di¡erent
direction than the true NRM, with the result
that the accumulation of such tails will progres-
sively displace the ‘NRM’ direction measured in
zero-¢eld heating steps.

A di¡erent e¡ect is CRM produced during in-
¢eld heating/cooling steps. If the CRM appears
parallel to the pTRM ¢eld Hlab, it will augment
the ‘pTRM’ intensity, producing a convex-down
Arai plot, like those for thermal overprints when
rs 1 (Fig. 7). If CRM is coupled to the pre-exist-
ing NRM, it may produce convex-up results on
the Arai plot [24,43], resembling our Arai simu-

lations for r6 1 (Fig. 7) and the Cordova data
(Fig. 8). One major di¡erence is that the non-lin-
earity in our plots is con¢ned to low tempera-
tures, while that due to pTRM tails or laborato-
ry-produced CRM is most pronounced at higher
temperatures.

The ultimate ¢ngerprint of thermal overprinting
in nature is intersecting straight line segments in
vector projections of thermal demagnetization
data. Once this identi¢cation is made, it is easy
to construct separate Arai plots for the two (or
conceivably more) NRM vectors and test their
individual linearity.

In addition to our Cordova work, two other
recent Precambrian paleointensity studies [2,44]
show multivectorial behavior consistent with ther-
mal overprinting. All three studies reported con-
vex-up data trends on conventional Arai plots
and bivectorial decay of perpendicular or oblique
NRM vectors. Paleointensity values for the ther-
mal overprints could not be obtained in the other
two studies because the overprint directions were
not as well grouped as the Cordova B.

9. Conclusions

1. Conventional Arai plots distort the data for
the lower-TUB component in a multivectorial
NRM. If thermal demagnetization data form
two linear segments in vector projections (in-
dicating a purely thermal overprint), separated
Arai plots for the two component vectors will
give an undistorted picture of the paleointen-
sity data for both.

2. By this method, we have obtained reliable
Thellier paleointensity values for the V1000
Ma A and V850 Ma B remanences of the
Cordova Gabbro of southern Ontario. Eight-
een reliable A results give a VADM of
(3.12 0 0.36)U1022 A m2. From 15 reliable B
results, we estimate the corresponding VADM
to be (1.82 0 0.38)U1022 A m2. These VADMs
are V70% and V40%, respectively, of the
average Phanerozoic dipole moment from
0.3^300 Ma.

3. The present data and other Precambrian paleo-
intensities are within a range of V0.5^1.5
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times the Phanerozoic mean, with the excep-
tion of two anomalously high results.

4. Three sets of paleo¢eld values as a function of
paleolatitude (including the Cordova data)
from fairly narrow time windows support a
dipole con¢guration for the Earth’s magnetic
¢eld around 2500^2700 Ma, 1085^1110 Ma,
and 850^1000 Ma.
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